USEFUL ITEMS TO HAVE ON HAND

level

X-acto knife

straight edge/ruler

measuring tape

painter’s tape

a friend [or two!]

PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS THOROUGHLY BEFORE ATTEMPTING YOUR INSTALLATION.

Wallums wall murals can be applied to any smooth surface such as walls, glass, metal, wood, mirrors, etc.
Your new wall fabric mural can be repositioned many times. You can even save the backing paper and
apply the decal back to the backing paper for storage while you are moving to a new location. If you
have any questions, please e-mail us at info@wallums.com.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN
We highly recommend you have at least one friend help you install your new wall mural. When you first
receive your package, you will want to unroll the decal and inspect it for defects. If there are any, please take
a picture of both the damaged mural and the shipping box, and contact us for a replacement.

PREP YOUR SURFACE
Before applying, make sure your surface is dry and free of dust, dirt, or grease.
Make sure your wall is nice and smooth and fill any cracks and holes with
spackle and sand until smooth.

MAKE A SURFACE GUIDELINE
Use your level to make a straight vertical pencil line on the wall where your first
panel will touch. This will be your guideline for the side of your first mural panel.
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APPLY YOUR FIRST PANEL
Starting with the top of the first panel, peel back the backing paper 6-10” and cut or roll the exposed backing
paper. Lining up with your guideline, apply the sticky side of the panel to your surface by smoothing it onto
the wall with your hand. Because not all walls and ceilings are straight, we recommend keeping about 1” of
extra material on the edges to ensure you don’t end up with part of the wall uncovered. This excess can be
trimmed off later. Do not peel off the entire piece of backing paper all at once - this will make it harder to install without bubbles.

Continue pulling off the backing paper in small increments while smoothing
the mural against the wall using light pressure with your hand starting from
the center, working your way out. If you get any wrinkles or bubbles, simply
peel up that part of the panel and try again.

APPLY ADDITIONAL PANELS
Align your second panel to the first. There will be a slight overlap. Simply
match the pattern to the first panel and repeat the previous process for each
mural panel.
REALIGNING PANELS If you find yourself with a panel that doesn’t
seem to line up, no need to worry! Gently lift the panel from the surface
keeping it flat and parallel to the wall and simply re-apply it.

TRIM OVERAGE
When all panels have been installed, trim any ceiling and baseboard overage
using a straight edge and a sharp fresh blade. For best results, go slow and
change blades often.
OPTIONAL - DOUBLE CUT OVERLAPPING SEAMS
If you prefer not to have the panel overlaps, you can easily trim off this excess material. Starting at the top,
place a ruler in the middle of where the two panels overlap and make a single cut through both layers of panels
using a sharp blade. Peel
away the outer strip of
excess material then lift
the edge of the panel and
remove the remaining
excess from underneath.
Smooth the panel back
into place and enjoy a less
prominent seam between
each panel!

